Spain plans to close all nuclear plants by 2035

Spain aims to close all seven of its nuclear plants between 2025 and 2035 as part of plans to generate all the country's electricity from renewable sources by 2050. Outlining Spain’s energy system, which generated 40 percent of its mainland electricity from renewable sources in 2018, will require investment of 235 billion euros between 2021 and 2030, Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez said last month.

Eleven EU states already met 2020 renewable energy target: Eurostat

The European Union produced 17.5% of its power needs from renewable sources in 2017, while 11 of the bloc's 28 members had already achieved a 2020 goal of 20% or more, the latest data released by Eurostat showed. Renewables, such as wind, solar and hydro power, accounted for 17% of the energy mix in the EU in 2016. The 2020 target is a stepping stone to the goal of 32% in 2030.

India proposes more than $12 billion of pollution-reducing incentives

India has proposed incentives worth $12.4 billion to encourage power plants to install curbing Sulphur emissions from power plants, while 11 of the bloc's 28 members had already achieved a 2020 goal of 20% or more, the latest data released by Eurostat showed. Renewables, such as wind, solar and hydro power, accounted for 17% of the energy mix in the EU in 2016. The 2020 target is a stepping stone to the goal of 32% in 2030.

Big firms weigh in as France looks to revive offshore wind

French wind power tender has attracted interest from a slew of international energy heavyweights, signaling that France's offshore wind industry could finally be taking off after years of malaise. While Britain and Germany have already built 8,200 and 6,400 megawatts (MW) of offshore wind capacity respectively, France does not have a single turbine in the water. Now, France is making a start, auctioning a modest 600 MW in the northern town of Dunkirk in a tender it hopes will finally exploit some of the best offshore wind potential in Europe. So far, investors appear to like the prospects. Ten interested companies or consortia have been shortlisted to submit bids by a March 15 deadline.

Shell buys German solar battery maker Sonnen

Royal Dutch Shell has agreed to buy German residential solar battery maker Sonnen, as the oil and gas major expands its electricity business in its bid for a bigger role in the global transition to low-carbon energy. Sonnen, which has 40,000 residential solar battery maker Sonnen, as the German market leader in home storage batteries and has expanded into electric vehicle charging systems. As of March 2017, Shell has acquired Sonnen for 65 million euros.

Los Angeles abandons new natural gas plants in favour of renewables

Los Angeles will abandon a plan to replace three aging gas power plants along its coast with new natural gas technology and will instead invest in renewable energy as it seeks to move away from fossil fuels. Los Angeles, which has already decided to eliminate coal from its energy mix, must also abandon natural gas if it wants to meet its goal of being carbon-neutral by 2050, the natural gas units will be phased out by 2059, the city said.
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Shell buys German solar battery maker Sonnen
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